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Please note:
Objects are organized by gallery.
G108 – G126
G201 – G230

For purposes of concision, this may not be a comprehensive list of every German artwork on view. Some of the galleries represented may have additional German objects not listed here.
Emanuel Leutze, The Bandit, 19th Century
Accession #: 1882.118
Art Museum Location: G108/Cincinnati Wing

Johann Preyer, Fruit, 19th Century
Accession #: 1884.359
Art Museum Location: G108/Cincinnati Wing

August von Kreling, Model for the Tyler Davidson Fountain, Cincinnati, Circa 1868
Accession #: 1952.198
Art Museum Location: G119/Cincinnati

The Rookwood Pottery Company, Louise Abel, Angel, Circa 1920
Accession #: 2009.76a
Art Museum Location: G126/Cincinnati Wing
Sebastian Dadler (Medallist), Obverse: Frederick Henry, Prince of Orange (1581 – 1647); Reverse: Betrothal of William II and Princess Mary, 1641

Accession #: 1990.1278

Art Museum Location: G201

Hans Jamnitzer, Il, The Fisherman, 1570

Accession #: 1982.31

Art Museum Location: G201

Unidentified Artist (German), Christ and the Apostles, Circa 1480-Circa 1520

Accession #: 1923.864

Art Museum Location: G201
Lucas Cranach, the Elder, Saint Helena with the Cross, 1525
Accession #: 1927.387
Art Museum Location: G205

Unidentified Artist, Portrait of a Man in Armor, Circa 1540-Circa 1560
Accession #: 1927.392
Art Museum Location: G205

Toy Kitchen, Late 18th Century
Accession #: 1958.639
Art Museum Location: G219
Hermann Gradl, Louis Levallois, Königlich-Bayerische Porzellan-Manufaktur, Plate, 1899
Accession #: 1971.783
Art Museum Location: G227

Königliche Porzellan-Manufaktur Berlin (KPM), Vase, Circa 1890s
Accession #: 1925.622
Art Museum Location: G227

Emmy Roth, Tea and Coffee Service (7 piece), Circa 1930
Accession #: 2017.62a-g
Art Museum Location: G228

Hans Hofmann, Toward Crepuscule, 1963
Accession #: 1968.264
Art Museum Location: G230